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IEEE Steinmetz Award for
the ‘Father of WI-FI’
Vic Hayes, also known as the
‘Father of WI-FI’, received the
2007 Charles Proteus Steinmetz
Award on February 7 - one of
the most important IEEE prizes.
In the 1990s, as chairman of
the working group of the
American Institute of Electrical
Electronics Engineers (IEEE),
he put WI-FI (Wireless Fidelity)
on the map as the standard
for wireless internet. It was in
recognition of this achievement that the IEEE board of governors
decided to bestow this award on Vic Hayes. His contribution to
the standardisation of WI-FI came about during his work at NCR,
AT&T, Lucent Technologies and Agere Systems.

A FAREWELL TO HUGO PRIEMUS

Long live the
King of Sparta!
The Charlois district of Rotterdam is one of forty ‘problem neighbourhoods’ which
the Minister of Housing and Integration, Ella Vogelaar, has earmarked to receive
extra funding. No doubt Hugo Priemus will follow the fortunes of the neighbourhood with special interest, since not only is urban regeneration one of his key interests, but Charlois is where he came into the world on 15 October 1942.

“In those days it was still a nice, if unremarkable, district,”
he recalls. “It has changed a lot over the years. I went to
school at the Charlois Lyceum. Even though I come from the
left side of the Maas, I am a Sparta supporter.
That meant that I had a particularly difficult youth, growing up in a world
dominated by Feyenoord. But I
tasted victory when Sparta won
the national championships in
1959!”

The King of Sparta
At school, Hugo decided to specialise
in the exact sciences, even though he
had clear artistic talent and a good feel for
language. “I was good at drawing: I would always get top marks
and at one time I used to draw cartoons semi-professionally. My
Dutch teacher encouraged me to take part in school plays, and in
my final year I even directed a Shakespeare comedy. My various
acting roles included that of King Menelaus in Helena, a tragedy
by Euripides.”
Now, is it a coincidence that Menelaus was the king of Sparta, the
ancient Greek city-state known for its culture of austerity and selfdiscipline: ‘King of Sparta’ would certainly be an appropriate nickname for Hugo Priemus. Everyone who knows him will tell you
that he is always ‘straight to the point’ and has an unbridled zest
for work. No one else in his field has written more papers and
publications. Even in sport, he did not take the easy option of
bowls or darts, but threw himself into one of the most demanding
athletic disciplines of all: the marathon (which also has historic
links with Sparta!)

Architecture and beyond
On leaving school, Hugo decided to study architecture. This
seemed to be an appropriate choice given his grounding in
the exact sciences, combined with his creativity and sense of
social involvement. Unfortunately, the first year proved something of a disappointment. “I had a strong feeling that too
many things were still being left to chance. I missed the
scientific basis - the ‘body of knowledge’. So I soon began
to have my doubts as to whether this was really my future.
I decided to study Dutch as well, just to be on the safe side.”
His parents had mixed feelings about this decision. Hugo was
the eldest of three children (he has two younger sisters) and
the first member of the family to go to university. “Academic
endeavour had considerable ‘rarity value’ in our family. Both
my parents had left school as soon as the law allowed. They
were afraid that I was now going to throw it all away.
Fortunately, I became fascinated by the field of housing.
Here, far less was left to chance since there are always certain functional requirements and housing has to be affordable. Moreover, by this time (the early 1960s), considerable
research was being conducted into all aspects of housing and
urban planning. I therefore decided to continue with my studies, but after the first year I very much adapted the course
to my own interests. You could say that I devised my own
‘tailor-made’ course. I graduated within four-and-a-half years.
In the statistics of the Faculty of Architecture, I am still that
one point which falls outside the bell-curve. My graduation
project centred on a residential development on Rotterdam’s
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Hugo Priemus university representative in Ministry of
Transport and Public Works Knowledge Chamber
As the only university representative, Hugo Priemus has been
appointed to the Ministry of Transport and Public Works Knowledge Chamber 2007, alongside Hans Huis in ’t Veld (TNO),
Paul Schnabel (SCP) and Carl Koopmans (KIM) amongst others.
In 2004 the deliberation of secretaries-general advised setting
up Knowledge Chambers to improve the link between knowledge
and policy. In 2006 the Minister of Education, Cultural Affairs
and Science adopted this advice, and also recommended that
the exploration of long-term developments be accorded a place
in the knowledge chamber. The installation of Knowledge
Chambers is now state-wide policy.
The Ministry of Transport and Public Works made a start with
the provisional establishment of the Knowledge Chamber in
2006. The Ministry of Transport and Public Works Knowledge
Chamber 2007 has a compact composition with four Transport
and Public Works representatives, one member from the
Transport and Public Works board, two representatives from
the industry and six members from the knowledge bodies.
The Chairman of the Transport and Public Works Knowledge
Chamber is the Secretary-General.
Collaboration between Port of Rotterdam Authority
and TU Delft
On Tuesday May 22 the Port of Rotterdam Authority and TU Delft
agreed another five years of collaboration in the communal Port
Research Centre. The objective of their collaboration is to combine the Port Authority’s maritime experience with TU Delft’s
technological knowledge, to develop innovative and sustainable
solutions for the port of Rotterdam. Port Authority director Pieter
Struijs and TU Delft board chairman Hans van Luijk signed the
collaboration agreement during a festive celebration.
Cum Laude
On May 29 SEPAM student Diana Vonk Noordegraaf graduated
with honours within the Transport, Policy and Logistical
Organisation section, on the subject ‘Price Policy and Goods
Transportation’.
Inaugural Lectures
Friday 7 September 2007, Alexander Verbraeck: chair of
Systems and Simulation, Systems Engineering research group.
Friday 21 September 2007, Helen Stout: chair of Law and Infrastructures, Law research group.
Wednesday 26 September 2007, Bent Flyvbjerg: chair of
Management of Large Infrastructure Projects, Transport Policy
and Logistics Organisation research group.
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Noordereiland, which had been designed by two architects pur
sang, Jaap Bakema and Henk Brouwer. It was a very inspirational experience.”

Fascination for research
Henk Brouwer asked the talented student to join the staff of
the Faculty of Architecture even before he had officially graduated. When Hugo enquired what he was expected to do,
he was told, “anything that takes your fancy!” In 1965, he
therefore started to compile documentation for students
who wished to graduate in housing studies. In 1969, Public
Housing officially became a graduate course in its own right,
and in 1977 Priemus was appointed professor to the chair of
Public Housing.
The driving force behind Prof. Priemus’ successful career has
been his fascination for research. Even while still a student,
he knew that he wanted to go on
to take a doctorate, even though
no one within the Faculty of
Architecture had done so for
many years. In 1968, he successfully defended his dissertation
entitled, ‘Housing: creativity and
adaptation’, and in 1969, he
founded the Research Institute
for Housing Construction (RIW).
“That was a joint venture between
the Faculty of Architecture and
the National Housing Council
(NWR), for whom I had worked
part-time for two years after I graduated. My work at the
NWR was very educational and I came to know the directors
and key staff of all the housing corporations. However,
combining two jobs proved very tiring. In those two years,
I travelled 60,000 kilometres a year, so eventually I decided
to devote all my time to TU Delft.”

economist Jan Tinbergen, who made a great impression on
him. “Afterwards, I asked him which subjects I could study at
Erasmus University in order to bring myself up to date. When
he told me about the opportunities, I was immediately sold.
While continuing to work fulltime at TU Delft, I studied General
Economics in the evenings, and gained a degree in two-and-ahalf years”. It seems likely that Prof. Priemus set another
record here, too.

Among the Top Three
Architecture as ‘handiwork’, housing as a material object, the
methodology drawn from behavioural sciences, and last but
not least the economic specialisations: the scientific configuration of researcher Hugo Priemus was complete. In 1977, he
was ready to assume a full professorship and has remained a
stalwart of the academic world ever since.
Prof. Priemus has made many
substantial contributions to
research and education in
housing and planning. He was,
for example, one of the founders
of NETHUR, the Netherlands
Graduate School of Urban and
Regional Research, which enjoys
an excellent international reputation. “Studies show that the
Netherlands is now the world’s
third most important country in
terms of housing and urban
research, after only the USA and
Great Britain,” he reports. He has helped some fifty postgraduate
researchers gain their doctorates, and expects this figure to
reach sixty, although not before his official retirement and
elevation to Professor Emeritus. He has also supervised the
graduation of somewhere between three and four hundred
students taking the Public Housing courses, and later the
master’s course in Real Estate & Housing. As Dean of the
Faculty of TPM, Hugo Priemus has explored the possible
links between the systems engineering approach and spatial
development, a combination he considers particularly promising.
His ideas in this area have given rise to a new option within
the Systems Engineering, Policy and Management (SEPAM)
bachelor programme entitled ‘Space: Use and Development’
(RGO), which was taken by a quarter of first-year students
this year.

“I got to meet everyone who
was in any way important in
the world of housing. I was
quite brash in those days and
did not bother waiting to be
introduced.”

Adriaan de Groot
When he began his doctoral research project, Priemus discovered
- more or less by accident - exactly what it was that he had
missed during his undergraduate studies. It was his wife Mieke
who ‘filled in the gaps’, as she was studying psychology in
Amsterdam. “We married while we were still both students and
very soon became parents [to Lian in 1966 and Guido in 1968 ed.]. This meant that Mieke fell behind with her studies somewhat, as I was not exactly a ‘modern man’. But eventually I
started to help her prepare for her final examinations, and one of
the books I came across in doing so was ‘Methodology: fundamentals of research and thinking in the behavioural sciences’ by
Adriaan de Groot. This was a great revelation for me - a true
‘eureka moment’. This was how science should be! The book
explained exactly how one should formulate a theory, how to
set up research to test it, how to apply the statistics, and so
on. I soaked up the entire contents like a sponge. I also decided
that I wanted De Groot to supervise my doctoral research project
alongside Henk Brouwer. This is how behavioural science, the
element I had found lacking in my previous studies, came to form
an intrinsic part of my subsequent work. In fact, my dissertation
was on the sociology literature lists for many years afterwards.”

Night school
Hugo continued to gain national prominence as a housing expert,
particularly when he wrote and presented a public education
television series on ‘Building and Living’ in 1970/71. This was his
own initiative and reinforced his keen interest in the media
(his daughter Lian seems to have inherited this trait and now
works as an editor on several current affairs programmes). He still
discusses the project with infectious enthusiasm. “I got to meet
everyone who was in any way important in the world of: directors
of housing corporations, major contractors, financers, ministers the lot. I was quite brash in those days and did not bother waiting
to be introduced. I came to know this world particularly well as a
result.”
Nevertheless, being regarded as ‘the’ expert on the housing
market made Hugo feel slightly uncomfortable, since his knowledge of economics was not particularly well-developed. In one of
his television programmes, he had interviewed the well-known

OTB and TPM
Perhaps the most important period of Priemus’ career was
from 1985 to 2003, when he was scientific director of the
OTB Research Institute, an interfaculty research organisation
which is concerned with societal problems related to building,
housing occupation and the built environment.
Priemus: “The OTB Research Institute was created further to
the plan to bring together all the research and educational
activities in the field of policy management in the Randstad.
The Executive Board of TU Delft thought that the focus here
should be on the technological aspects. The OTB was then
set up on a trial basis, to involve not only the Faculty of
Architecture, but also Civil Engineering and Geosciences and
Philosophy, Engineering and Social Sciences. It was on this same
basis that the Faculty of Technology, Policy and Management itself was later founded, but I had no direct part in that.
At the OTB, I was able to give further form to my vision of
spatial research. Most importantly, my colleagues’ work enabled
us to build a body of knowledge about such domains as construction policy, land usage policy, spatial design, urban regeneration and infrastructure.
I regard my four years as Dean of the Faculty of Technology,
Policy and Management as a nice ‘dessert’. I found precisely
the same culture here as in the OTB, with the same type of
people, the same ideas about how an academic organisation
should be developed, low overheads, considerable entrepreneurship - and the same youthful verve. Moreover, the
typical TPM approach, with its attention for the systems level,
is very similar to my own scientific approach. I have therefore always felt thoroughly at home here.”
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Public persona
Anyone who reads Dutch newspapers or watches current affairs
programmes will know that the government and media alike
regularly call upon Prof. Priemus’ broad expertise. He believes
that his development as an ‘opinion leader’ has been a two-track
process. First there is his great interest in the media, as noted
above. “Even when I was at school, I was involved in Radio
Minjon, the children’s division of the AVRO broadcasting company. Later, I wrote for many student publications. During
the 1970s, I had my own column in a national newspaper, NRC
Handelsblad.” The second track was his interest in politics and
decision-making. “I have been a member of the Dutch Labour
Party for over forty years, and became involved in its scientific
bureau, the Wiardi Beckman Foundation, at a very early stage.
I advised the party’s fractions on Leiden City Council and in the
Lower House. Later, I became a member of the Council
for Public Housing, and the SER (Social Economic Council)
Commission on Spatial Development and Accessibility.
I developed a large network as a result and I still regularly
receive phone calls from government officials and journalists
asking for my opinions. If I think I can offer anything useful,
I am pleased to help.”

Highlights
This brings us to what Prof.
Priemus himself regards as
some of the most enjoyable
experiences of his career: the
opportunity to advise three
parliamentary enquiries
examining housebuilding
subsidies, corruption in the
construction industry and
major infrastructural projects.
“The nice thing about this sort of
undertaking is that the necessary
research is ‘fast-tracked’ because
you are taken seriously by the politicians. The results must
be unequivocal: the commission must be able to reach a
firm decision and the subsequent discussion must be
about the recommendations themselves rather than any
supposed bias in your report.”
Another source of academic pleasure, and one which Prof.
Priemus embarked upon relatively late in life, is his international career. “After I had gained my doctorate and founded the RIW, I had absolutely no idea what other countries
were doing in the way of spatial research. I decided to
adopt a more international outlook and founded the Journal
of Housing and the Built Environment. In the 1980s, this
spawned the European Network for Housing Research, a network whose membership now includes some one thousand
European researchers from approximately one hundred institutes. My international activities have led to all sorts of
enjoyable opportunities, including invitations to give various
keynote speeches in China. This year I have been invited to
speak at the Urban Transportation conference in Beijing.
Projects in China are, of course, many times larger than
our own. Whether my words have any effect, I’m not sure.
However, people do keep asking me back!.”

clearer profile. Prof. Priemus believed that in terms of
education, the faculty should concentrate on ‘maintaining its
form’, since performance was already at a very high level. In
terms of research, however, there were indeed
opportunities for improvement. “First of all, we worked on
redefining the scope of the research programmes, with a
stronger structure and focus in each. We also introduced a new,
more specific programme, ‘Innovation Systems’. Another programme, ‘Reflection on Technology’, which scored extremely
well in the national review was further specified. The department
structure was adapted in line with the research programmes
themselves. When I first started here, I found departments in
which there was the maximum possible ‘mix’ between the two
former faculties that were merged into TPM in 1997, but no
one could actually tell me what discipline they represented.
Today, the staff of each department have been brought together
within the same part of the building, which greatly facilitates
cooperation. We have also
managed to fill a number of
essential professorship
vacancies. Overall, our
research output has
increased substantially,
partly due to the extra
funding from the Next
Generation Infrastructures
programme.” All such improvements have indeed led
to a clearer profile for the
faculty, as Prof. Priemus has
noticed during the annual
meetings of the Council of
Engineering Systems Universities, which is largely made up
of top American universities. “TPM is now regarded as a
leader in the field,” he states with pride. “Our approach and
the link we have established between engineering and the
‘multi-actor’ perspective are greatly respected and are
acknowledged as unique to Delft.”

“Our approach and the link
we have established between
engineering and the ‘multi-actor’
perspective are greatly respected and are acknowledged as
unique to Delft.”

Redefining research fields
When Hugo Priemus took up his appointment as Dean of
TPM, the faculty had just been visited by a review board
appointed by the Executive Board of the university. One of
the board’s recommendations was that TPM should adopt a

Recognition in Delft
Prof. Priemus now has no doubts that TPM has earned a
place as a faculty in its own right. Indeed, the other
faculties regard it as a full equal. “All other faculties are

extremely pleased that TPM is investing in the Delft Centre
for Entrepreneurship,” reports Hugo Priemus. “We hope to
create the accompanying fulltime professorship in Technology, Strategy and Entrepreneurship shortly. In any case,
there is absolutely no reason to be dismissive of TPM’s
achievements. We have already acquired the contract for
the Shell Project Academy, we collaborate with several other
faculties on interesting master’s courses, we take a full part
in the Delft Centre for Aviation, our staff are regarded as
the international ‘top of the bill’, we play a prominent role
in the 3-TU Centre for Ethics and Technology, our courses
are always rated very highly in the Elsevier survey, and TPM
plays a proactive role in the ‘Campus Den Haag’ partnership with
the University of Leiden. Another indication that we have
improved our image is the fact that Ernst ten Heuvelhof won
last year’s ‘Leermeester’ Award, thus becoming the first TPM
professor to do so. We need have no concerns that TPM is
being taken seriously within TU Delft. And, of course, we
take TU Delft seriously too.”

What next?
So what awaits the King of Sparta after he leaves us?
The answer is hardly surprising: “I shall carry on doing
what I have always done. I shall leave the administrative
duties to others, but I shall continue to supervise my postgraduate researchers and will write many more publications.
I don’t suppose the telephone will suddenly stop ringing,
either. I have recently been appointed a supervisory director
of the Delft Railway Zone Development Corporation. I have
made some very positive remarks about that plan in the past,
so I could hardly refuse.
Other than that, I do not want to take on too many firm
commitments. I have always worked very long days and
my wife now expects me to
divide my time more equally
between work and home.
I have no idea what
exciting adventures still
await me. Only time
will tell....”

On 29 June Hugo Priemus officially said farewell to the faculty
of TPM with a symposium called ‘Hugo Priemus’ hobbyhorses’
(Stokpaarden van Hugo Priemus) and a farewell speech called
‘Minefield between Delft and The Hague. Research into the
improvement of parliamentary decision making’. (Mijnenveld tussen
Delft en Den Haag. Onderzoek ter verbetering van parlementaire
besluitvorming). An article about these two events will be
published in the October edition of TPM Quarterly.
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DRAGONS’ DEN IN DELFT

TPM launches new
Centre for Entrepreneurship
“Innovation is the engine for economic growth. Innovation requires entrepreneurship and the passion to achieve successful commercialization, but
it starts with technology and breakthrough inventions. If you talk about
global competition, growth and entrepreneurship, then you are talking
about Delft University of Technology.” The words of Kenneth P. Morse,
recently appointed as part-time Professor of Entrepreneurship, Innovation
and Competitiveness. He is one of the key figures behind the new Delft
Centre for Entrepreneurship, in which the Faculty of Technology, Policy
and Management (TPM) is playing a leading role. So what’s this Centre all
about?

Left: Martijn Kuit, Managing director of the DCE
Right: Ken Morse, Professor of Entrepreneurship, Innovation
and Competitiveness.

The Delft Centre for Entrepreneurship (DCE) is a university-wide
initiative to encourage entrepreneurship in both education and
research. In order to enrich the intellectual life of the school, it
will also serve a network function to engage companies in the
region. Martijn Kuit of TPM is its first Director. On the education
side he is working closely with Leonie Lispet, Dap Hartmann and
Uldrik Speerstra, also from TPM,
and Ken Morse, who will be
dividing his time between his
chair at Delft and the Entrepreneurship Center at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), where he is
Managing Director. In research,
Kuit plans to form a team with
Paul Trott, the Briton who is
affiliated to Delft as part-time
3TU Professor of Innovation
and Entrepreneurship.

The lively courses taught by Morse cover such issues as why
companies succeed or fail, marketing and sales techniques, how
they are financed, staff recruitment and teambuilding. Morse
teaches his students that they have to think carefully about
customer needs before talking about their product. Who is the
customer? Do they have money? How large is the market? What
kind of problems do potential clients have, and how does the
entrepreneur explain to them that his or her product is the solution? During so-called ‘elevator pitches’, students are taught how
to interest a representative from a major company in what they
have to offer inside two minutes. And to do that in business
language, using hard numbers and
convincing analyses, and certainly
not just technical explanation.

“The public sector has
reached its limits, it cannot
grow any more. Yet we need
more and more jobs. So there
has to be greater growth in
the private sector.”

Together with Hartmann and
Morse, Kuit has first turned his
attention to inspirational seminars and classroom education.
“We want to give students a better feel for entrepreneurship,”
he says. “Within the foreseeable future, every engineering
graduate should at least consider whether or not to start their
own business at some point in their career. Those who choose
to do so need to be able to take special courses to augment
their knowledge of the subject, or even a complete Master’s
degree in entrepreneurship. That way they will leave university
with the right skills. Ultimately, we want to increase the influx of
‘technostarters’ to YES!Delft, the organisation set up to support
them.” To achieve that, DCE is introducing entrepreneurship
modules into every form of education at the university.

Dragon’s Den

These elevator pitches are very
reminiscent of the television programme Dragons’ Den, which aired
on Dutch television earlier this year.
The show gives candidates with an
idea for a new product the chance
to convince five successful investors to back them. Martijn Kuit
believes that the show gives an
idea of the direction the DCE wants
to take. “A number of the candidates have failed to think properly about very fundamental things,
starting with sales and customers. You can devise or design
something wonderful, but if your customer focus isn’t good, your
figures don’t add up, or you haven’t thought about your team or
protecting your intellectual property, then you’ll get nowhere.
And that’s exactly what we are going to teach the students.”
As well as the Technopreneurship minor and Morse’s lectures,
al Master’s students will eventually be able to opt for an entrepreneurship ‘track’ addressing aspects of the subject specific to
their own discipline. For bachelor students, a special Entrepreneurship Summer School is being organized by DCE in July, in

collaboration with ABN-AMRO. This will give participants
the opportunity to develop their business ideas into a rigorous
business plan.

Practical research
The educational aspect of the DCE is off to a good start. But
the research programme is still in its infancy. The centre aims
to bring together ongoing research at Delft, and also to initiate
new, practical projects of its own. To achieve that, it is recruiting
a lecturer and two PhD students jointly with the Technology,
Strategy and Entrepreneurship Section. Paul Trott is heavily
involved in setting up the whole programme. Originally an
engineer and now working at Portsmouth Business School, he
has devoted the past ten years to research into innovation.
Asked about his plans, he admits that “We are still discussing
them. At any rate, we are going to cover the conditions needed
for technological innovation: government incentive schemes, for
example, or the application of innovation models within organisations.” But Trott has another goal, too. “Scientists can also
be better encouraged to recognise and exploit the commercial
potential of their knowledge. Transforming a discovery into a
product or service is not easy. That applies not just to scientists
themselves, but also to big companies. I see a lot of frustration
about exciting new technologies which cannot be developed
further. It is good to understand why that is, and also to give
the inventors and designers more entrepreneurial skills.”
In the long term, the DCE wants to serve as a network for knowledge and entrepreneurs in the Region South Holland.
Companies and public bodies will be able to approach it with
their questions, student placements and job vacancies. And, as
is already the case, entrepreneurs will be able to take courses
and master classes there. Morse will be one of those leading
these activities. “Ultimately,” says Kuit, “we have to become a
true entrepreneurship ‘portal’. We are at the start of a chain.
We supply the talent for technological innovation which finds
its way into the world through YES!Delft and other channels.”

For more information, visit www.dce.tudelft.nl.

Entrepreneurship virus
This September sees the introduction of a new minor in ‘Technopreneurship’, a special series of inspirational seminars by Ken
Morse, and new, for credit courses. Forty candidates have
already registered for the minor, and many more are expected to
attend the open seminars and the for credit courses. Morse, who
has himself helped set up five successful high-tech companies,
wants to “inject the students with the entrepreneurship virus”.
He is convinced that is needed. “The public sector has reached
its limits,” he says. “It cannot grow any more. Yet we need more
and more jobs. So there has to be greater growth in the private
sector, and above all in technology companies operating on
a global scale. Engineers have to speak the language of entrepreneurship. Not only so that they can start their own
businesses, but also so they are to be successful as employees
of major companies. Big firms are increasingly looking for people
who want to start new business units or divisions within the
organisation.” Morse wants to create teams made up of both
product designers and entrepreneurs, who together are in a
position to commercialise their technical inventions.
To do that, students at Delft - and others in the region starting
out as entrepreneurs - need to acquire a whole new set of skills.

YES!Delft

and other partners

The new Delft Centre for Entrepreneurship (DCE) is working closely with YES!Delft, the support organisation for ‘technostarters’. As well as offering incubation facilities and coaching, the organisation encourages students to starting thinking
about the option of pursuing a career in entrepreneurship after graduation. Job Nijs of YES!Delft is enthusiastic about the
DCE. “It will massively strengthen our ability to achieve our mission,” he declares. “We have been making a noise since
2005, but this initiative will really enable us to put entrepreneurship on the map. We complement each other perfectly.”
When YES!Delft was launched two years ago, about 50 students a year were taking courses in entrepreneurship. Now that
figure is 150. ”And it needs to reach about 450 by 2010,” says Nijs. “You can see the interest growing. Modules like
‘Writing a Business Plan’ were three times oversubscribed this semester.”
Delft Top Tech, the provider of continuing education, is another important partner for DCE, particularly in such areas as
organising master classes for entrepreneurs.
Finally, the DCE is a participant in the Holland Programme on Entrepreneurship (HOPE). This is a joint initiative by Delft
University of Technology, Erasmus University Rotterdam, and Leiden University, intended primarily to facilitate students
and educational exchanges related to entrepreneurship.
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Global Supply Chain Game
Competition proves huge success
For the past two years, the Faculty of
Technology, Policy and Management has
been developing a ‘Distributor Game’ for use
in the classroom setting, in association with
the University of Maryland. Dr Alexander
Verbraeck, a professor at the faculty, and
postgraduate researcher Stijn-Pieter van
Houten realised that the game had even
greater potential and decided to scale it up
from a ‘continuous serious game’ to a ‘global
play’ version.
On 27 March, eleven university teams from
Asia, Europe and the United States did battle
with each other via the internet.

In this first real-time ‘Global Supply Chain Competition’, in which
the teams must try to maximise profits and market value by
creating the most efficient supply chain, the team from
Maryland’s Robert H. Smith School of Business led throughout
and looked set to steal victory. However, in the very last fifteen
minutes, the team plunged from first place to tenth, and the
honours went to the University of Groningen. Verbraeck and Van
Houten were not surprised. “Maryland was buying a lot of stock.
In our game, market value is docked two per cent for each
week’s stock still in hand at the end, and they had twelve weeks’
worth. They paid a very high price for that stock,” explains Van
Houten.

Pressure of time
The team from Groningen adopted a different strategy. The
three team members (all teams consisted of three players plus
a supervisor) worked with small inventories. They succeeded in
delivering on time and acquiring new orders, whereupon their
costs were much lower. “Groningen played it somewhat more
craftily,” states Van Houten. “Time is an important factor in this
game”, adds Verbraeck. “It’s all about taking the right decisions
quickly, just as in real life. Prices and market share fluctuate
throughout the game, and you have to remain alert.”
As sponsor and supplier of the required hardware and software,
Sun Microsystems saw at first hand how Verbraeck and Van
Houten put the game together. Prizes worth a total of five
thousand dollars were made available. Each of the Groningen
team members won a GPS navigation system, while the runnersup from Taiwan received a digital camera each. In third place
were the players from China, who won Apple iPods.

Eleven university teams on three continents competed
via the internet.

Virus
The competition was organised entirely from the United States,
unlike the previous tests in which there had been a ‘nerve
centre’ in Delft, watched over by Van Houten, while Verbraeck
supervised from Maryland. Nevertheless, there were few
technical changes. Once again, the game relied on an application to distribute presentations simultaneously throughout the
world, so that all players would see the same information at
exactly the same time. Communication with the teams relied on
a telephone conference call. “Everything ran like clockwork,”
reports Van Houten. “The network presented very few problems.
The Taiwanese team had a little difficulty logging in at times,
but there was very little we could do about that. They had a
computer virus. Other than that, everything worked exactly as
we had expected. It was marvellous!”
According to Van Houten, the game is now complete from the
technical point of view. In Maryland, it has already become part
of the regular courses and Penn State University is also using it.
Van Houten has now produced a second version for Erasmus
University in Rotterdam. “That was relatively simple to do, since
the underlying software is extremely stable and was developed
with this sort of customisation in mind.”

User interface
Although nothing happened during the game to suggest that
further modifications are required, Van Houten plans a few
minor tweaks. He intends to make the user interface slightly
‘slicker’, and adapt the software so that it can support many
other business games of this type. “At present, it is still quite
difficult to produce versions which include all the various
decisions which one might wish to support. This is something
which requires further research,” he says.
Van Houten has even made some recommendations for future
research in his dissertation, the first version of which was
recently approved. “For myself, I would like to look at the role of
agents within the game. They provide dynamics and complexity.
How can this aspect be improved and made more realistic,
while still giving the players a chance to win? The embedding

of scenarios is a further new research area. You have to present
a certain scenario in such a way as to support the learning aims
more effectively.”

Customised games
Eventually, Verbraeck and Van Houten hope to distribute the
game more widely, and will do so in association with the Robert
H. Smith School of Business. “They can open up the American
market for us. Moreover, they speak the American language of
doing business,” says Van Houten. He is also planning ‘customised’ versions for use in the private sector. “These would use
actual data and problems drawn from practice. You could then
revisit problems encountered in the past to determine whether
the best solution was adopted, or could demonstrate the effects
of a new strategy. We may even form a small company to market the game.”
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TPM student Chokri Mousaoui elected
‘Best Delegate’ in Harvard’s prestigious
UN simulation game
For six months, TPM student Chokri Mousaoui put himself in China’s shoes.

to present oneself. I actually found other aspects more
challenging. There were 192 delegates at the meeting, which
means almost two hundred different opinions. China or not, it
is difficult to achieve anything approaching consensus. You have
to find the common ground, which can take a lot of time. The
trick is to identify five key players and get them on your side.
The rest will then follow automatically.”

In fact, he became China. Doing so won him the title of ‘Best Delegate’ in the
Harvard National Model United Nations (HNMUN), the world’s longest-running
and most prestigious UN simulation game. His strongest weapon? “Listening
to the voice of even the smallest countries.”

Simulation games are rapidly becoming a worldwide phenomenon. The unchallenged leader in the field is the Harvard
National Model United Nations (HNMUN), which is organised by
Harvard University. In this simulation game, every aspect of the
United Nations’ activities are faithfully recreated by 2,600
students from all over the world. The Dutch delegation (United
Netherlands) was assembled by Radboud University of Nijmegen
and comprised over thirty students from various disciplines.
Chokri and Iwein Borm (Faculty of EEMCS) were the only two with
a background in technology.
The delegates had to prepare carefully. “You have to immerse
yourself in the country you are representing - in our case, China in the topics to be discussed, and in the way that the UN itself
works, of course. You also have to develop your communication
skills. We therefore attended an intensive ‘preparatory track’ in
Nijmegen, which included international politics and economics,
international law, multilateral diplomacy, development cooperation, negotiating techniques and debating skills. We also visited
various ministries and embassies, as well as the Clingendael
Institute for International Relations.”
Preparations also involved taking part in the Oxford International
Model United Nations at Oxford University in England. Here, the
delegates could familiarise themselves with current issues, and
practise their skills in public speaking, creating consensus and
forming coalitions. This was a highly successful undertaking, with
the Dutch delegates winning seven ‘diplomacy awards’. Finally,
the delegates spent a week at the UN headquarters in New York,
where they attended seminars with the permanent representatives from the Netherlands.

China
It was then time for the HNMUN itself, held in Boston. United
Netherlands’ task was to represent China as realistically as
possible. China is a major world power which is also a member of
the Security Council. “We knew that beforehand, of course, and
we had also been briefed
on the agenda points which
might arise. The first issue
we were asked to consider
was the third world debt
crisis. Next we were to
debate ‘the digital divide’:
how the poorer countries
can catch up with others in
terms of computer access
and use.”

The Dutch delegation achieved a ‘first’ by winning two awards at
the contest: Best International Delegation (for the second consecutive year), and Best Large Delegation. Moreover, Chokri
himself was named ‘Best Delegate’. As he explains, “you must
immerse yourself in the country you represent for six whole
months. You actually become that country. I took to wearing a
red tie and a tiepin from China, while
others on the team actually wore
traditional Chinese dress that they
had bought in New York’s Chinatown
district. However, the risk is that you
can develop ‘tunnel vision’ and begin
to think too rationally. I tried to focus
on the emotional aspects of the
game.”

“You have to find the
common ground, which can
take a lot of time. The trick
is to identify five key players
and get them on your side.
The rest will then follow
automatically.”

The decision to discuss the
third world debt crisis was
fortunate for the Dutch
team, “because this is very
topical and important for China. It maintains bilateral relationships
with many developing countries and provides considerable
assistance. We actually needed all four days to arrive at a
resolution and there was no time to move onto the second topic.
That was also rather fortunate for us, because China is subject to
much criticism with regard to the digital divide.”

Platform
Chokri had no difficulty in addressing four hundred people in
English. “It was great, and this was an excellent platform on which

The ‘Best Delegate’ holding the Award
for ’Best Large Delegation’

For example, Chokri showed concern
for the very small countries, such as
Trinidad and Tobago, and Saint Kitts
and Nevis. “As a major world power,
you have to think and act accordingly
but must not be too rigid. The smaller
countries may be vastly outnumbered, but they have a voice too
and can vote on every resolution. By listening to them you create
greater support. I therefore involved the entire group in order to
arrive at a draft resolution, which proved a very successful
approach.”
Of course, there was also some ‘backroom diplomacy’, the room
in question being Chokri's. “I distributed invitations with a time
and room number. The countries which didn’t want to miss the
boat all turned up, which was a thrill.” Chokri also found the ‘crisis
situations’ which were added to the game to be particularly
educational. They included a bomb threat to a major pipeline and
a terrorist kidnap plot. “We were then confronted with a stark
reality and had just two hours to make a decision. Everyone had
to pitch in and lobby until agreement was reached.”

Information
In Oxford, Iwein and Chokri noticed that a Model United Nations
simulation involves a considerable quantity of information, much
of which is soon lost. The delegates and moderators have to
assimilate ‘too much information’, which hampers the decisionmaking process. “We therefore started a study of decisionmaking processes in simulation games such as this. We wanted
to find some way of collecting the relevant information and
keeping it transparent.”
With the assistance of Alexander Verbraeck (TPM) and Leon
Rothkrantz (EEMCS), the students presented the resultant
recommendations at Harvard. The response was very positive.
"Meeting with the HNMUN Secretariat was a memorable
experience. One minute we were just another competitor, and
the next we were a partner!”. They have since built a computer
program which indicates which country currently has the floor,
how much time the speaker has left, the next delegates to speak,
and the resolutions which have been adopted. “All very clear and
manageable,” states Chokri.
Chokri found taking part in the HNMUN to be a very educational
and enriching experience. “The knowledge I have gained will
serve me for the rest of my life. I am very grateful to the Dean,
Prof. Priemus, for his support and his confidence in me.
If everything goes according to plan, I shall be going to China
in September to do part of my master’s course. My career
ambitions do not centre on the real United Nations. It can be a
dynamic work setting, but it can also be hidebound and turgid.
I am more interested in national government or the private
sector.”
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PROFESSOR BERKHOUT’S FAREWELL SPEECH:

“Let hard knowledge and soft
knowledge work together!”
On 8 June, Prof. A.J. (Guus) Berkhout gave his farewell address titled, ‘The future as starting point:
solving the innovation paradox’. In this article we look back on his career.

Prof. Berkhout has certainly kept himself busy. In 1964, he began
his career with Shell, going on to hold various international
research positions, later still becoming involved in technology
transfer. In 1976, he was appointed Professor of Acoustic Technology at TU Delft, and went on to take up a similar post in Geophysics. He also became a member of the university’s Executive
Board. Since 2001, he has been Professor of Innovation Management at the Faculty of TPM. He has several hundred scientific
papers and articles to his name, as well as a number of books.
And this is just a selection of his many accomplishments.
Asked to name his most significant achievement, Prof. Berkhout
cites the foundation and success of the DELPHI consortium,
which brings together various parties in the geo-energy industry.
The consortium undertakes fundamental and applied research into
such areas as seismic monitoring and the discovery and commercial exploitation of oil reserves. “We began with five companies,
and now there are over thirty. The partnership which began as an
‘ambition’ has grown into a successful imitative with an excellent
reputation and that is something I am extremely proud of.”
The consortium reflects a belief which the professor has espoused
for many years: a research group can not allow itself to establish
close ties with just one commercial partner. “You would then
spend far too much time examining problems which are specific to
that particular company, and it is possible that you would also be
lumbered with practical tasks. It is far better to work for an
industry as a whole, and on matters which are important to all
companies within that industry. The DELPHI consortium provides
an excellent example of this approach in practice. All the multinational companies involved finance the future-oriented research
jointly. We have been able to provide fifty new doctors like this.”

Validating knowledge
Over time, Prof. Berkhout has become interested in the question
of how to implement new societal insights and technologies to
become socially accepted norms with ecological and economic
added value. “The Netherlands is particularly good at creating new
knowledge and producing publications. But actually creating value
from that knowledge is something that can and must be done
much better. It is regrettable that we have not yet developed this

skill, since excellent science must be combined with validation.
From the outset, the final output should be determined by actual
demand. Top universities must think in terms of both scientific
excellence and societal impact. Unfortunately, they still tend to
regard these objectives as mutually exclusive.”

Causality
In the early 1990s, this way of thinking led to the development of
the ‘Cyclical Innovation Model’. Later, (in 1997), it was responsible
for the founding of the Delft Interfaculty Research Centres, or
‘Diocs’, and hence for Prof. Berkhout’s transfer to the Faculty of
TPM. He explains his innovation model thus: “Major issues used
to be examined linearly: they were divided into little pieces which
were considered one after the other. The process began with
fundamental research, and from there knowledge with a more
application-based nature was developed. Next, the applications
themselves were developed, and finally the question of whether
anyone actually wants these applications was asked. This approach
is no longer used, since in today’s’ dynamic the processes are
cyclical; there is ongoing interaction between ‘outside’ and ‘inside’.
The recipient says ‘surprise me’, and the provider says ‘inspire me’.
As a physicist, I know the causality of the traditional linear
thinking: I do something, someone else takes the baton then
does something with it.”
In the proposed mode, the ‘wall’ between hard knowledge (physics
and the life sciences) and soft knowledge (social and behavioural
sciences) is broken down. “I say, link technological possibilities to
societal desirability. When I first joined TPM, that was unthinkable.
My physicist colleagues asked what on earth I was going to do
here, while the people at TPM wondered what a physicist could
bring to their world of sociology and economics. But that is the crux
of the issue: innovation is all about these two worlds in interaction.
That is an ambitious perspective, but an essential one. The model
forms the basis for fundamental changes in national governance
and in private sector activities.”
The Diocs were founded for similar reasons. These ‘virtual institutes’
were intended to establish greater cohesion of research activities
and their visibility. “The focus must be on the major societal themes

and issues, whereupon the university asks itself what solutions it
can offer. In other words, the university had to take a radically
different approach. Unfortunately, this had not happened by 2000.
I see that as a missed opportunity, since today - seven years later,
several American universities are now implementing this system on
a large scale. TU Delft seems to have missed the boat.”

Schiphol strategy
Given his remarkable vision, Prof. Berkhout was asked in 2001 to
advise the Kok government about the future of Schiphol airport.
For two years, his commission worked alongside civil servants, MPs
and ministers to solve ‘an urgent problem’. “It eventually became
clear that they didn’t actually want a solution, they just wanted
to push a bill through the Lower House. The ministries were competing rather than cooperating, and there was a very disturbing
lack of knowledge. In 2003, we declined to continue and I went on
to write the book De innoverende overheid [‘The Innovating
Government’]. Schiphol has proved to be a textbook example of
how our country was, and continues to be, governed.”
When the last government was formed, Prof. Berkhout called for
the introduction of a national programme with project ministries.
“This idea was based on the urgent problems which the government wishes to solve during the next four years. The existing
ministries, compartmentalised as they are, will be unable to make
much headway, but project ministries would. Because they would
bring together the best knowledge from all perspectives, they could
tackle the major issues now facing the Netherlands, such as traffic
congestion, hospital waiting lists, immigration and integration, and
security. So far, two project ministers have been appointed. That is
a start, albeit modest. What the Diocs are in the scientific setting,
so the project ministers are in terms of national government.”
Berkhout is now 67, but has no intention of retiring altogether.
“I shall continue to head the DELPHI consortium, and I will also
continue to support innovation research at TPM, provided I am
asked to do so, of course. I believe that we now have a world-class
opportunity. We must adopt a common concept which includes all
the components of innovation. This will enable us to strengthen
and renew our society. Our ambition should be to ensure that the
entire world thinks of TPM first whenever some innovation issue
has to be solved - because ‘they really know what it’s all about!”

More information: www.aj-berkhout.nl.
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HELEN STOUT:

“Helen Stout:
“My mission is to
protect vulnerable
interests”

In 2006 , Dr Helen Stout was appointed Professor
of Law and Infrastructures at TPM. She joined the
Policy, Organisation and Management section as
a postdoc in 1998. Her great academic ability soon
became apparent, and led to her appointment as a
KNAW Academy Researcher in 2002.
Given her passion for the arts, her inaugural
speech on 21 September 2007 promises to be
a memorable occasion.

“I used to have very little interest in telecoms, gas or electricity”,
says the new Professor of Law and Infrastructures, somewhat
surprisingly. “These areas were simply not considered particularly relevant to the study of law itself. There has been a specific
course in ‘energy law’ for some time,’ but lawyers have not given
much attention to the broader topic of infrastructures.” Few
would have predicted that her career would lead to a TU Delft
professorship which is very much concerned with infrastructures.
Here, Helen Stout explains why, with the benefit of hindsight, it
is not such an illogical progression after all.

applied by people or organisations in a position of power. The
common thread of all my research has been a mission to protect
vulnerable interests.”

Government by negotiation
As an example of this type of research, Prof. Stout cites a major
project examining ‘government by negotiation’ which she
conducted for the University of Amsterdam. “What many lawyers
do not realise is that the process of issuing permits or awarding
subsidies often involves a degree of negotiation. They focus
solely on the terms and conditions which apply to the permit,
and on the law (usually an Act of Parliament) on which those
conditions are based. They overlook the fact that the government
is willing to negotiate with large multinationals such as ShellPernis when it comes to environmental permits, but not with the
weaker members of society such as single mothers on benefits.
Government departments will only enter into a negotiating
relationship with those who are influential and resolute enough
to stand up for their own interests. This type of ‘negotiating
government’ lacks a certain legitimacy, since it is the same
government which must ensure that single mothers’ interests are
also adequately represented.”

Shift towards ‘corporate rule’
According to Prof. Stout, one of the effects of globalisation has
been a shift from the constitutional rule of national law to ‘rule
by corporate law’. “The danger is that the regulations devised
and imposed by private sector organisations will become more
important than the laws of a small country such as the Netherlands. A large-scale research project examining this type of
development is currently being conducted by the London School
of Economics. Staff recruitment provides one example.
The personnel policy of large multinationals now has far greater
implications than Dutch labour law, which applies to only a few
million people. Of course, the companies must still observe the
national frameworks but are able to establish certain priorities
within those frameworks, such as preferring to employ staff ‘on
call’ rather than offering permanent contracts. They can adopt
various strategies to protect their commercial interests and
profits, at the expense of vulnerable people who have only the
minimum protection afforded by national or European labour
law. I believe that the formalised power of individual states and
the European Union is being subsumed by the material power
of the large companies. I’m not saying that they are ‘the bad
guys’, but I do consider it necessary to implement adequate
countermeasures in order to protect vulnerable interests.”

Power agglomerates
Vulnerable interests
Helen Stout’s specialist area is administrative law, which she herself terms a form of ‘hard core’ law. “In this discipline, people
are concerned with positive and effective law which structures
the relationships between the government and the general
public. They seek practical and legislative solutions to practical
and legislative problems. In general, you could contend that the
lawyers’ work ends as soon as the law actually comes into effect.
Once the rule is in place, the societal problems are deemed to
have been resolved. However, I discovered that this is simply not
the case, and I therefore became very interested in the societal
context of the law. I spent several years at the renowned
Governance and Society research centre in Leiden, where I
explored disciplines such as governance, political philosophy,
cultural anthropology, sociology and political science in depth.
I do not regard law as a neutral instrument: it is always an
intrinsic part of a cultural or religious context, and is often

When Helen Stout was invited to join the Faculty of TPM in 1998,
she did not have to give the matter much thought. “I have
always championed research that is both interdisciplinary and a
little daring. I saw this faculty as a true meeting point between
various disciplines. I had little experience working alongside
people of a more scientific bent, and I considered that a
challenge. That is largely why I began this adventure. Gradually,
I came to realise the huge societal relevance of research into
infrastructures: just think of the consequences of liberalisation
and privatisation for the ordinary domestic consumer. If the
government abdicates all responsibility, won’t the ‘little man’ be
crushed under the weight of all the energy giants as they merge,
and produce and supply on a great scale? So, a topic such as
electricity, which at first sight appears rather dull, is actually
extremely interesting and very important. It is all about the
burgeoning influence of huge, multinational power agglomerates,
to which we have not yet found an appropriate response.”

Learning from the past
In 2002, Helen Stout was appointed a KNAW Fellow, a
prestigious distinction. As an Academy Researcher, she and
Martin de Jong (also of TPM) have written a book (Over spreektelegraaf en beeldtelefoon) about the role of the government in
technological transitions within the infrastructure-reliant sectors.
“We describe a number of transitions seen during past centuries,
such as that from the telegraph to the telephone. We made a
number of interesting discoveries during our research. For
example, the telegraph services were in government hands,
and so the government had a vested interest in preventing
the emergence of privately-run telephone companies.
The government used all sorts of tactics and strategies to
prevent telephony gaining a foothold in the market. It was a
very long time before the necessary concession was offered,
and even then it was subject to so many rigid terms and
conditions that few companies were interested anyway.
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This illustrates the fact that governments do not always act in the
general interest. This phenomenon is part of the ‘public choice
theory’, which states that politicians and governments make
decisions in exactly the same way as businessmen and
consumers, i.e. placing their own interests first. Today, we are
once again in a transition from a utility sector dominated by the
public sector to one which is dominated by the private sector. Just
look at the telecoms industry, public transport or Schiphol airport.
And once again we see that the public interests are under threat.
We should have been able to draw important lessons from the
past and apply them to future situations. Unfortunately, we do not
appear to be good learners.”

PHD MINI-DEFENCE

Meeting each other,
learning from each other
It is just after 4.30 pm on a fine Friday afternoon in spring. The TPM building is practically
deserted. The only signs of life are to be found on the third floor, where a group of some fifteen
PhD students have assembled in one of the lecture rooms. They are about to hear a presentation

Reflexive law
One of the topics of Helen Stout’s current research is the development of ‘intelligent’ arrangements which will safeguard public interests and values within the privatised context. Once such arrangement might be enhanced ‘corporate governance’ (the administrative structure of a private sector organisation). Her ideas in this
area are based on the work of Philippe Nonet and Philip Selznick,
the American political scientists, lawyers and sociologists, much of
which dates from the 1960s. “Nonet and Selznick examined why
the law does not always achieve the intended effect within society. They concluded that the systems of the law, industry and
society each have their own rationality and a ‘blind spot’ for the
rationality of the other systems. A system can only be influenced
when something which is important to its own rationality is introduced. This thinking led to the concept of ‘reflexive law’, which
was further developed by another of my great heroes, Gunther
Teubner. When applied to major companies, it implies that public
values, such as the environment or consumer interests, will only
be acknowledged by a company if they are reflected within that
company itself. This ‘internalisation’ of external interests can be
achieved by inviting groups such as the FNV (Dutch Trades Union
Congress) or Greenpeace to contribute to the annual shareholders’
meeting. You can also require the directors to observe a code of
conduct, and can require the company to produce an annual
Corporate Social Responsibility report. You are then safeguarding
public interests using instruments which are available within the
company itself. This form of self-regulation is far more effective
than having some external regulator.”

Passion for the arts
That, then, is Helen Stout the scientist. She also has an entirely
different side, but one which is equally important to her. “I have
a great passion for science and research, but I have an equally
great passion for the arts. I am a member of the governing
committee of the Fund for Amateur and Performing Arts, and I
am particularly devoted to the visual arts. Actually, I think that
science and art are closely related. Both are concerned with
creating something new, based on a sense of curiosity and
wonderment. It’s a great shame that the two domains have
grown so far apart. Today’s scientists are forced into the role of
rational, calculating officials who form part of a production line.
That is not good, even though I understand that we must be
very careful to spend public money wisely.”
For her inaugural address, Helen has called on the services of
several artistic friends. “René de Haan, the well-known conceptual
designer, has produced the cover of the commemorative booklet,
which is to be published in a 'limited edition' by Boom Juridische
Uitgevers. Each copy will probably be numbered so hopefully this
will become a real collector’s item. The booklet will be accompanied by a DVD, which I shall also be showing at the beginning of
my address. It forms an introduction to the topic in the form of
an animation. The style is very similar to those shown as part of
the television quiz Twee voor Twaalf, which are made by students
of the Rietveld Academy. That’s all I’m saying for now. You will
just have to come along in person on 21 September!”

Helen Stout will give her inaugural address on 21 September
2007 in the Aula of TU Delft, beginning at 3 pm. The title is
‘Weerbare Waarden. Borging van publieke belangen in nutssectoren’. [‘Resilient values: safeguarding public interests in
the utility sectors’]

from a fellow researcher, whereupon they will discuss his findings. They come together for
a meeting like this every month. Known as the ‘PhD mini-defence’, it provides an excellent
opportunity for postgraduate researchers to get to know each other better, and to learn from
each other.

This afternoon’s speaker is Igor Nikolic. Among his select
audience are Martijn Jonker and Michiel Houwing, who are
two of the four people behind the idea of the ‘mini-defence’
(the others being Bauke Steenhuisen and Mónica Altamirano). Following a special week for PhD researchers held in
2006, they asked themselves why TPM had no specific platform for this important group. “If you include the parttimers, our faculty has about eighty postgraduate researchers working towards their doctorates,” explain Martijn
and Michiel. “That number continues to grow, and yet we
know so little about each other. We rarely share our knowledge or experience, despite all being ‘in the same boat’.
It seems that we often have the same doubts and uncertainties, and all face similar issues.”

Equals
The initiators of the mini-defence, who together form a
‘peer group’, missed a platform for PhD students which
would embrace all sections
and departments. “In some
sections of TPM,
postgraduate researchers do
indeed discuss their work
with each other. However,
the professor or other
academic staff may also be
present, which can make
things a little awkward,”
says Michiel Houwing. “What I mean is that people can be
on their guard. They want to make an intelligent
contribution and avoid saying anything ‘daft’. It is entirely
different when you are among equals. They understand the
problems and can offer useful tips for overcoming them.”

particular methodology, but in our faculty it is important to
be aware of the alternatives. It can also be useful to explore whether there is any literature other than that already
known in the section.”
Alongside these considerations is, of course, the social
component. “In your own section you generally know who
everyone is,” says Martijn. “However, I often see people in
the corridors who I suspect are postgraduates, but am not
entirely certain. If we all stay on our little islands, we will
never find out. The mini-defence meetings help us to get
to know each other. We can then talk to each other more
easily at other times. This is how, for example, I discovered
that I am not the only person worried by the fact that, even
after two years’ research, I still do not know exactly what
form my dissertation will take. I do not yet have the ‘table
of contents’. Apparently, I should not be overly concerned
since most other researchers are in exactly the same position. It is very useful to
be able to exchange
ideas and experiences
like this.”

“ It is very useful to be able
to exchange ideas and
experiences like this.”

Michiel also sees the postgraduate meetings as a ‘signal’
to the rest of the faculty. “In the faculty hierarchy, we are
rather at the bottom of the ladder. Rather than closeting
ourselves in our rooms, poring over the computer, we can
now let people see exactly what we are doing.” The idea
of the mini-defence has attracted wide interest, and postgraduates from several other faculties have approached
the group for further information. “They want to know how
and why we do this, and perhaps they wish to emulate our
example,” explains Martijn Jonker.

All sections
Martijn Jonker goes on to stress the other important
aspects of the meetings, including the fact that they involve all sections. “Unlike researchers in some other faculties,
we at TPM can approach our research topics from several
different angles. Technology, policy and management are
separate fields of research in their own right. Sometimes
it is appropriate to adopt a practical, ‘hands-on’ approach,
while on other occasions it may be necessary to take a
more academic or even a philosophical perspective. Often,
the researchers in any given section are familiar with one

Informal setting

Ideas and experiences
are exchanged in an
informal setting. The initiators of the mini-defence wanted a concept with considerable interaction, “since
that is nice!” At each meeting, they invite one of their fellow researchers to present a number of research objectives, propositions or interim findings, in preparation for
the actual defence of their thesis at a later date. Following
a short introduction (which must be understandable to a
wider audience), the speaker then discusses his research
with the rest of the group. To date, each meeting has been
attended by between fifteen and twenty-five fellow postgraduates. “That was always the target figure, since we
consider it the most workable,” says Martijn.
The organisers have no trouble in finding volunteers to
speak. “Some come to discuss alternative research
questions or objectives, while others do so because they
get too little feedback from their own section, or simply
wish to glean insights from other sections,” explain Martijn
and Michiel. Asked why he has volunteered to be today’s
speaker, Igor Nikolic replies with a smile, “because I like to
talk a lot!” He then gives a more serious answer. “Because
it helps me focus. It is good training, particularly if one or
two people in the room decide to play ‘Devil’s Advocate’.
That is fine, since at the defence itself there will be six
very critical people trying to break down your arguments.
The meetings are therefore a very educational experience.
I think that much more of this type of interaction should
be organised in our faculty. Too many people just stay in
their rooms at the computer.”
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Dissertations

What makes a city? Planning for ‘quality of
place’, Delft, February 2007

DHR. J.J. TRIP,

Urban quality is generally considered increasingly important for
urban competitiveness. Nevertheless, large urban redevelopment
schemes often fail to provide sufficient quality from a user’s perspective. This study therefore investigates the role of urban quality in large-scale urban redevelopment, which is here elaborated in
terms of Richard Florida’s concept of quality of place.

corresponding assumptions and values where the map is considered a strategic agenda for making decisions (negotiation
frame).
This led to the main proposition about map making and map use
in the context of Dutch policymaking: the differences between the
three generalized frames analysis, design and negotiation explain
many controversies over maps in the Netherlands that cannot be
explained by ‘simpler’ explanations such as conflicting interests or
information imbalance.

which posits the problem that has troubled mankind for centuries:
can man manipulate nature with impunity?
In addition to a number of other factors, the course of this dispute was chiefly determined by this question of conscience.
This book aims to explain that the rise of the normalization strategy was closely related to the growing belief in the possibility and
necessity of subjecting nature to man’s will.

Backcasting for sustainable future: the impacts
after 10 years, Delft, April 2007

J.N. QUIST,

In a number of extensive case studies, it focuses on prestigious
redevelopment projects around the high-speed rail stations in
Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Lille. It provides an analysis of the
role of urban quality in the development of these projects, as well
as some insights in the applicability of quality of place in a wider
Dutch context. In addition, the study advocates a more open and
flexible planning process, based on a distinctly long-term perspective on urban quality.

E . J . M E I J E R S , Synergy in Polycentric Urban Regions
Delft, January 2007

In understanding and explaining the functioning of cities, contemporary urban and regional studies attribute great significance to
relationships between cities. This book focuses on relationships
between cities in polycentric urban regions (PURs), which are
regions containing proximate but distinct cities that are rather
similar in size. This book explores whether there are synergies
between cities in PURs. In doing so, several widespread assumptions with respect to PURs are questioned. Do cities constituting a
PUR increasingly complement each other? Does a PUR provide a
similar critical mass for supporting amenities as a monocentric city
region? Does a network model of spatial organisation describe the
spatialfunctional structure of PURs more accurately than a central
place model? The author develops theories on synergy in PURs
and clarifies related concepts such as complementarity, regional
organising capacity and critical mass. Drawing on empirical evidence from PURs in North West Europe, particularly the Randstad,
it appears that PURs are often far from being more than the sum
of the parts.

Map-making and map use in a multi-actor
context, Delft, April 2007

L. CARTON,

Kaarten en hun digitale variant, opgenomen in applicaties zoals
Maps and their digital version embedded in applications like
geographic information systems (GIS) are generally described as
instruments that serve for supporting decision-making: but in
many examples where multiple actors use maps for policymaking,
the policy maps that are used are surrounded by a lot of
discussion and often the maps seem to be magnets for conflict.
Carton identifies three different frames of reference of the actors
involved in discussions over policy maps, each with unique
dominant values and inherent logic. These frames have either
a scientific background where the map is considered a research
model (analysis frame) or an attitude as creator or innovator
where the map is considered to be a language to express one’s
ideas (design frame) or a political or negotiation attitude with

SophoLab - Experimental Computational
Philosophy, Delft, May 2007

DRS. V. WIEGEL,

In this book, the extend to which we can equip artificial agents
with moral reasoning capacity is investigated. Attempting to
create artificial agents with moral reasoning capabilities challenges
our understanding of morality and moral reasoning to its utmost.
It also helps philosophers dealing with the inherent complexity of
modern organizations. Modern society with large multi-national
organizations and extensive information infrastructures provides
a backdrop for moral theories that is hard to encompass through
mere theorising. Computerized support for theorising is needed
to be able to fully grasp and address the inherent complexity.
Using moral reasoning capacity will help us addressing the
challenges that technological artefacts pose. They do not only
contain information about us, they start to act on our behalves.
With the increasing autonomy comes an increased need to
ensure that their behaviour is in line with what we expect from
them. To investigate and address these issues a laboratory for
philosophy is outlined in this project: SophoLab. It consists of a
methodology; a framework of modal logic, DEAL; and multi-agent
software systems. SophoLab provides the basis for an experimental, computational philosophy. Its viability and usefulness
are demonstrated through several experiments.

Battle for the rivers, 200 years of river
policy in the Netherlands, Delft, april 2007

A. VAN HEEZIK,

Battle for the rivers, 200 years of river policy in the Netherlands
describes the history of Dutch river policy from the end of the
eighteenth century up to the present. An important objective of
this study is to increase awareness of the driving forces behind
fundamental (paradigmatic) policy changes on a long term basis.
Central to this study are events and developments that have led
to the rise and fall of the pursuance of the perfect, normal river.
This normalization strategy, aimed at the transformation of the
unpredictable ‘abnormal’ river, into predictable ‘normal’ waterways,
was seen as the undisputed paradigm of river policy for more than
a century (1850 - 1965). Both the rise (1798 - 1850) and the ‘fall’
(1965 - the present) of this normalization strategy were accompanied by a lengthy and often virulent conflict between supporters
and opponents of this aim.
In both periods of transition the discussion focussed on the fundamental dilemma: should we adapt ourselves to the rivers and
allow them to function as normally as possible, or should we control the rivers so that they meet human (socio-)economic needs?
What it actually comes down to is the question of conscience

‘Backcasting for a sustainable future: the impact after 10 years’
is the first book that systematically investigates the follow-up and
spin-off of various participatory backcasting experiments seven
to ten years after completion. Backcasting literally means looking
back from a desirable future that is constructed first. Since the
1990s sustainable futures and system innovations towards
sustainability have been explored in participatory backcasting
experiments, numerous stakeholders have been involved and first
steps have been planned in line with the envisioned sustainable
futures. A methodological framework for participatory backcasting
is developed, as well as a conceptual framework. The latter uses
various concepts and theories from Leitbilder or future visions,
actor learning, stakeholder participation, as well as industrial network theory and institutional theory.
Three case studies from the Netherlands are described, each consisting of a backcasting experiment and its follow-up and spin-off
after ten years: (1) Novel Protein Foods and meat alternatives; (2)
Sustainable Households and Nutrition; and (3) Multiple Sustainable
Land-use in rural areas. The cases show that participatory backcasting may, but does not automatically lead to substantial followup and spin-off at the level of niches or sets of related niches in
the research, business, government and public domains.
Various factors are identified that affect the emergence and the
extent of follow-up and spin-off; these factors can be both internal
and external to the backcasting experiment. Follow-up and spinoff are constituted by networks of actors that have been successful in mobilising sufficient resources for establishing the activities.
Future visions from the backcasting experiment provide guidance
and orientation to follow-up and spin-off in a decentralised way;
they show both stability and flexibility during the emergence of
follow-up and spin-off, and are influenced by dynamics like exits
and entries in the supporting networks.
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TPM MASTER’S PROGRAMME SEPAM IS NOW OPEN TO MONODISCIPLINARY BACHELOR STUDENTS AS WELL

SEPAM opens its doors!
Until recently, the Master’s programme in Systems Engineering, Policy Analysis & Management (SEPAM)
was only open to bachelor students who had completed a multidisciplinary, technical programme. In practice, this meant that only BSc SEPAM students were able to enter the Master’s programme. As of next academic year, the SEPAM programme will be extended to Bachelor students from other mono-disciplinary
technical programmes. This will not only influence the structure of the Master’s but also its profile.

The impetus for extending SEPAM to other students was the
introduction of the Bachelors/Masters structure in higher education. This particular structure aligns the different European
study programmes to enable students to move easily from
one programme to another within Europe. Students who have
successfully completed the unique BSc SEPAM programme are
now able to enter a different Master’s programme. However,
bachelor students from other programmes are not meeting
the admission requirements for a multidisciplinary systems
engineering background. This factor, along with the reprogramming of the SEPAM course contents, has led to the programme being extended to other students.

Transfer minor
Programme manager Vincent Marchau and Deputy Director
of Education for TPM, Uldrik Speerstra, explain the ins and
outs of extending SEPAM to students from other disciplines.
“The monotechnic Bachelor students are required to take a
transfer minor worth 30 credits in order to enter the SEPAM
Master’s programme”, says Marchau. “Students from, for
example, Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering and
Mechanical Engineering have specialised in their particular
monodiscipline, while Systems Engineering students are
equipped with integral knowledge. The transfer minor, therefore, covers the core elements of SEPAM. On successful completion of this transfer minor, Bachelor students from the
monodisciplines will be accepted onto the Master’s
programme. Generally speaking, these students will choose
a technical domain in the SEPAM Master’s that complements
their previous programme of study. The most obvious choice
of domain for Civil Engineering Bachelor students would be
‘Transport’, since if they chose otherwise they would have the
added task of compensating for gaps in ‘domain knowledge’.

Deputy Director of Education for TPM Uldrik Speerstra (l.)
and programme manager Vincent Marchau

Students will be able to take the
transfer minor as of September
2007. Strictly speaking, the SEPAM
programme will not be extended
to non-SEPAM Bachelor students
until the following academic year,
in September 2008. So, can we
expect to see hoards of Bachelor
students from monodisciplinary
technical programmes stampeding
the gates of SEPAM? Speerstra
remains realistic about the number of potential students joining
from other disciplines: “We are
expecting about three or four students for the transfer minor for the coming academic year.
We would like to see this number increase to ten for the following year, and hope that the numbers increase gradually with
each subsequent year. We are doing our utmost to provide
the students with ample information.” SEPAM currently
attracts a total of 50 to 60 students each year.

planning to follow an entirely un-related Master’s programme
instead. Speerstra: “We’re taking cautious steps. In the
beginning stages, especially, we will tailor the programme to
meet the individual needs of the new groups of students as
they join. We will then continue to closely monitor how these
Bachelor students perform on our programmes, as is the
case already with
the programme in
MOT (Management of
Technology). This will
enable us to tighten
up the organisation
of the programme
and to consider ways
of reaching new
target groups. All of
which will ultimately
lead to further propagation of the ideas
embodied in SEPAM.

“EPA is an analytical programme,
SEPAM is design-focused and
studies the technical domains
in greater depth. The extent
to which students engage in
‘integral thinking’ also varies
between the programmes.”

One step at a time
SEPAM is geared, first and foremost, to Bachelor students
from TU Delft or students from one of the other technical
universities. However, Marchau and Speerstra see further
opportunities on the horizon. Students who have completed a
higher professional qualification (HBO) could soon be able to
join the SEPAM Master’s programme, provided they have also
successfully completed a transfer minor. International
students are another interesting target group for the future.
Moreover, extending the programme to international students
fits in nicely with the trend towards internationalisation that
the TPM programmes are currently adopting. A further point
to consider is that the administrative subjects in the transfer
minor may also be interesting for Bachelor students who are
not intending to take the SEPAM Master’s, but who are

A stronger
identity

SEPAM is not fighting
this cause alone, of course. The Master’s in Engineering and
Policy Analysis (EPA) is also helping to spread the word. EPA
is open to Bachelors students from other programmes and
attracts around 20 students a year. Are the gentlemen not
afraid of competition in the ranks? “The key is in explaining
the distinctions between the two programmes of study”, says
Marchau. “EPA is an analytical programme, SEPAM is designfocused and studies the technical domains in greater depth.
The extent to which students engage in ‘integral thinking’ also
varies between the programmes.”
However, both Marchau and Speerstra are aware of the fact
that the differences between the programmes need to be
more clearly defined. Speerstra: “That is something we are
working on internally.” Especially now that SEPAM is being
extended to students from other disciplines, the discussion
surrounding the differences between the two Master’s programmes has taken on a far greater priority. We will be discussing the matter in detail shortly. Both Master’s programmes have an absolute right to exist, but perhaps the programmes need to shift emphases in order to make the distinction
clearer to the outside world. We need to carve out a stronger
identity for them.”

Reprogramming SEPAM
The reprogramming of the course contents will be com-

pleted this summer. Speerstra praises the ‘wonderfully
streamlined’ result that is clearly evident in the programming of the new first semester. Up until now, the two
perspectives for solving complex, technical problems
(the actor-international perspective and the technical-rational perspective) were mixed in with all the various course
modules without any specific reference being made to
them. And this despite the fact that the job of a SEPAM
engineer when designing multi-actor systems (MAS) is to
repeatedly change his/her perspective and do so at the
right moments. He or she must, therefore, be well trained
in both approaches. These approaches will be dealt with in
the new first semester of SEPAM by means of two long,
new modules: a T-module (MAS design from a technicalrational perspective) and a B-module (MAS design from an
actor-international perspective). Students will be given an
introduction into MAS design before starting these modules.
The two long ‘design modules’ will then each look at MAS
design from one perspective specifically. Finally, students
will be taught how to design using both perspectives simultaneously, the result being that by the end of the first
semester, we will have been able to successfully integrate
the two design approaches so specific to SEPAM.
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The fourth quarter;
board year nearly over

TPM’s educational
programmes
■

BSc Systems Engineering, Policy Analysis and
Management (‘Technische Bestuurskunde’,
TB)

■

MSc Systems Engineering, Policy Analysis
and Management (SEPAM)

by a group of students under the supervision of a manager.
The 14th anniversary of the Curius Student Association was
celebrated during foundation week. The celebrations kicked off
with a ‘jumpstyle’ workshop followed by bossaball next to the
faculty building and a swinging party at the Delft student union.
First-year students went to the Palm brewery in Steenhuffel,
across the border in Belgium. The students took a tour of the
brewery during which they learned all about the process of
brewing beer, from receiving empties at the loading dock to
stacking full crates of freshly-bottled brews. A visit to the
stables on board a Palm tourist train was the icing on the cake.
Second and third-year students visited Prorail in Utrecht.
They had to come up with a plan to help alleviate traveller inconveniences due to work on the tracks. That evening they went
bowling and out for a fabulous meal in Utrecht.

■

MSc Management of Technology (MoT)

■

MMSc Engineering and Policy Analysis (EPA)

■

MSc Transport, Infrastructure and Logistics
(TIL)
(in cooperation with the Faculty of Civil
Engineering & Geosciences and the Faculty
of Mechanical, Maritime and Materials
Engineering)

■

MSc Information Architecture (IA)
(in cooperation with the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering, Applied Mathematics and
Computer Science)

■

MSc Geomatics
(in cooperation with the Faculty of Civil
Engineering & Geosciences and the Faculty

The end of the academic year is in sight, but that doesn’t herald
the end of our board year just yet. There are still three big events
to go. The End-BBQ at the Laga rowing club, a lecture by Rita
Verdonk and of course the weekend for first-year students on 18,
19 and 20 August. During exams and in August, the members of
the WOEJ committee will do their best to get as many new TPM
people as possible to come to the weekend for new students.

Curius will celebrate its 15th anniversary in October and November. The anniversary committee consists of seven students and
are working hard on putting together a fantastic programme of
super events. A gala occasion has already been planned for Friday
19 October. More information on the other activities will be available soon. We will be working on getting our successors up to
speed during these last few weeks of the year and throughout
the summer.

I WWW.TBM.TUDELFT.NL
E INFO-TBM@TUDELFT.NL
T 015 - 278 7100
Did you thoroughly read the available information
and are you considering enrollment in a TPMprogramme? Are you not sure your educational

Fourth quarter events
The Management Workshops for 2007 were held on 18 April and
were led by Marc Zegveld. Students appreciated the new format.
There was just one day of Management Workshops this year, but
there were four speakers: Eddy Vermeire (Ordina), Tijs Wilbrink
(ABN Amro), Djeevan Schiferli (IBM) and Paul Schuyt (Logica
CMG). Each speaker presented a case that was then worked on

of Aerospace Engineering)

The board has had a super year and
we are really looking forward to the
remaining events.

background is sufficient?
Then please contact one of our study advisors:
Drs. Marja Brand

(m.j.c.c.brand@tudelft.nl)

Ir. Daniël Holt

(d.holt@tudelft.nl)

The 14th committee S.V.T.B. Curius

ASK TPM
The following reader’s query was sent to the TPM Quarterly editors:
“Why is the scientific community so critical of the just-opened Betuwe rail
route?”
Alternatives to the Betuwe line
Precisely what problem was being addressed by the construction of the Betuwe line was never properly specified, never
mind what the alternative solutions could be, and how the
various solutions score. This is also apparent from the reports
of the Interim Lower House Committee on Infrastructural
Projects (TCI in its Dutch acronym); the TCI has been
extensively supported by researchers from the TPM faculty.

Decision-making process

The answer is provided by Prof. Dr. Bert van Wee, professor of Transport Policy and Logistical Organisation. In 2005
Bert was part of the parliament’s Interim Lower House
Committee on Infrastructural Projects, led by Adri
Duivesteijn

Costs-benefits analysis
Economists believe you should only carry out a project if the
benefits outweigh the costs, and if there is no better alternative to that project. No costs-benefits analysis was conducted
for the Betuwe route, which already makes it questionable.
If that was done, you would find that the costs would in fact
be far higher than the benefits. The gap can never be closed
with the improved competitive position of the Rotterdam port.

The decision-making process surrounding construction of the
Betuwe line is shaky however you look at it - research has been
manipulated, important information was not provided to politicians
or was not made explicit, and estimates of costs have been used
which are deliberately far too low. The Netherlands Court of Audit
has published a highly critical report on the decision-making
process. I have talked to a number of
politicians who voted in favour of the
project, but who have indicated they
would never have done so had they
been aware of what was generally
known among scientists.
That final point disturbs me the
most: I have no problems if
politicians for construction of
a project which is said by
scientists to be completely
uneconomic; we live in a
democracy.
But if politicians don’t
know what it is they
are voting for because

third parties provide the wrong information, or deliberately withhold information, then democracy does not work well. In the
meantime we have learned a lot from this: the Betuwe route
debacle means that new rules have now been drawn up for
evaluating such comprehensive infrastructure projects.
Every major infrastructure project that has been the subject of
serious discussions since the year 2000 has been impacted by
these rules. In each case, this has resulted in the development
of a range of alternatives, which have then been subjected to
systematic assessment. The same applies to ongoing discussions,
such as the A6/A9 modifications (Almere - Schiphol) and projects
to be discussed in the future.

